
“WINKEL” POS Management System for Offices and 
Commercials:
Our Company “Opus Technology Limited” provides Point of Sale (POS) management system 

“WINKEL”. It is an Integrated, Flexible and Affordable POS Management System ideal for 

managing any kind of Super shop. 

Your super shop may maintain paper based Business Process for items, Sales, Purchase and 

inventory. Although, record keeping is not difficult but generating reports has become a major 

problem area in the current manual Business Process. We are a good POS Software Provider in 

Dhaka, Bangladesh.

We provide POS Software which will keep records and generate daily, weekly or any periodical 

reports of items, Sales, Purchase, and Accounting & Inventory which is normally prescribed for 

day to day activity. 

We deliver complete web based POS software with bar code generation and bar code 

integration by which you can manage multiple shops from a single point through internet. We 

have a good number of Client in Dhaka city have been using our software.



Features of our “WINKEL” POS Management System

1.Ease to use interface, highly secured with authentication user hierarchy and instant access 

of customer information.

2.Multiple shop and shift creation option.

3.Item creation and barcode generation.

4.Sales entry by barcode scanner.

5.Sales report of a particular day, item, shop and shift.

6.Instant access of product information.

7.Fully integrated with inventory.

8.Stock in, stock out, stock balance and stock valuation.

9.Extensive search facilities and reporting format can be converted to PDF report can be 

generated based on daily, weekly, monthly, yearly, product share, by company, area, by 

value share and by each or all combination. Report previewing facility is based on user 

scope of work and privilege.

An Overview on the Development of “WINKEL” POS Management 
System

Many point of sale system are available in the market, choose very carefully best suitable for 

your business. Point of sale system is needed to be faster, easier and cheaper to install.   

Deployment of the point of sale system is needed to be simple. Point of sale system eliminates 

human errors and save money in the long term. Point of sale system peripherals bar code 

scanner facility makes transactions execution quick and save customers precious time. In a web 

based point of sale system installation is almost zero percent is necessary.



Advantages of our “WINKEL” POS Management System

1. Many point of sale system are available in the market, choose very carefully best 
suitable for your business. Point of sale system is needed to be faster, easier and 
cheaper to install.                                                          

2. Deployment of the point of sale system is needed to be simple.
3. Point of sale system eliminates human errors and save money in the long term.
4. Point of sale system peripherals bar code scanner facility makes transactions execution 

quick and save customers precious time.
5. In a web based point of sale system installation is almost zero percent is necessary.
6. Web based point of sale system is hosted by a third party so installation at the user end 

is not necessary.
7. Web based point of sale system gives you the freedom of to not worry about software 

updates, backups and dreaded system reconfiguration.
8. For a typical point of sale system business owners required to pay up for the front 

software and hardware devices. In addition, typical point of sale usually includes 
software updates, maintenance, and technical support charges also.

9. Point of sale system helps you to track and manage your inventory in real time. You can 
see numbers of items remain in stock easily and can order quickly how many items are 
needed.

10.Points of sale system monitors your sales records and alert you when stock is running 
low.

11.Point of sale system reduced paper work by automatically generating accurate reports. 
Instantaneous updates in sales and purchase records hourly, weekly and monthly gives 
you a better idea of how your business is doing.

12.Point of sale system keeps accurate record of daily transactions and report about the 
volume of the stock.

13.Point of sale system allows you to categorize your stock items into multiple subfields as 
per your company requirements.

14.Point of sale system makes better CRM (Customer Relationship Management with your 
customers. You can easily find out a record of a single customer or multiples. So 
customers can easily return their purchase or exchange with in no time.

15.Point of sale system simplifies the accounting processes and like old fashion ways you 
don’t need to hire a number of accountants to maintain thousands of transactions.

Distinctive features of our “WINKEL” POS management system

1. Point of sale system makes it easy for you to look up past transactions. You can easily 

see record of any past transaction information within a snap.



2. By using point of sale system you can automate the ordering process in case to never 

run out of your hottest selling products.

3. Point of sale system is faster from authorizing a credit card transaction to printing a 

customer receipt.

4. Customers can receive more detailed itemized receipt of the items they have purchased 

just because of the point of sale system.

5. Point of sale system cut down the chances of user errors because the software has built 

in checks to ensure that the information entered is accurate and correct.

6. The point of sale system allows you to add promotions and discounts on the products.

7. Point of sale system modules allow you to control all sales & return operations, products 

bundling, promotion discounts, sale transactions, CRM, inventory management, 

customer credit card information privacy, labor working hours and shift management.

8. If a company is running various promotions on different locations you can see that how 

much successful they are going using point of sale system.

9. Point of sale system provider of side access so you can manage your business via 

internet from anywhere anytime.

10.Point of sale system helps companies to identify the gap so you can manage or plan new 

strategies to achieve your set goals.

HOW WILL OUR “WINKEL” POS MANAGEMENT SYSTEM HELP YOU IN 

YOUR BUSINESS?

The simple reason for purchasing an integrated “WINKEL” solution is the elimination of double 

input between the two systems. If you are going to use two separate systems for payroll and 

HR, during your evaluation, make sure that these two systems will speak with each other in 



some fashion. You may love the existing process of POS you work with but if it becomes 

necessary to change than, you may have to change your POS application, as well, to a less 

desirable system.

Which Brand We Work With?

Opus will provide solutions for companies in all scales that acquire our solutions for their 

organization. We can install the tailor made POS management system for individual 

organizations for taking into consideration for various factors related to that specific 

organization. Our counterfeit proof solutions help in creating a smooth POS Management 

Solutions that works efficiently and effectively in all conditions and markets around the world.


